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What can someone do to grab your attention?

T

Bundle of Sticks

hree neighbors were
having trouble with their
crops. All three fields had
crops that were wilting and
infested with pests.

three farmers. He gave them pests in their fields.
each a stick and asked them to
break the sticks. The farmers
could break them easily.

H

e then gave them a
ach day they would try
bundle of three sticks
different ideas to help and asked them to break it.
their crops. The first one tried
using a scarecrow, the second
his time, the farmers
used pesticides, and the third
struggled to break the
built a fence on his field, all to sticks. The village head said,
no avail.
‘Together you are stronger
than when you work alone’.
ne day, the village head The farmers pooled their
came by and called all resources and got rid of the
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Excerpts from Suresh Semwal Book – Selling Simplified

W

e all can learn a won- quickly stands up. There you go.
derful
lesson
from
the birth of baby giraffe.
ow the mother giraffe feels relieved as the baby has learnt the
he baby falls from its moth- most important lesson of survival.
er’s womb, some eight feet
above the ground. It shrivels up
hen you fall down, quickand lies still, too weak to move.
ly get up not give up.
If you fall down again, get up
he mother giraffe after lov- again. This is how this baby giingly caressing the baby kicks raffe will be able to survive
it up in the air. The baby giraffe against lions, tigers and leopards.
tumbles down on the ground and
is being kicked again and again.
o kicking is important. The
choice is, do we wait the situfter some kicking the baby ation, bosses or competitors to
giraffe, still trembling and kick us or do we kick ourselves
tired, pushes its limbs and, for the every morning out of our comfirst time, learns to stand on its feet. fort zone and become better.
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ow the mother giraffe comes
hen life results kick
and kicks it one more time. The
you, don’t stand down,
baby giraffe falls down but this time stand up. Don’t give up, get up!
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People may doubt what you say, but they believe what you do

Winners quit and they quit very often! - By Tapas Dasmohapatra

W

inners never quit, quitters improvement if you do not quit.
never win. Though it is That is the right time to quit.
very popular yet it is incomplete.
he parameters for success,
inners quit and they
you had set in the past,
quit very often. They are not giving you any
quit for the right reason, they indication for further growth.
quit at the right time before it
is too late. And many a times
ow you need to have
quitting is the best decision you
guts
to
quit.
Take
can make to become a winner. the decision, move out.
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ow do we know that it
t’s like traveling in a train; you
is the right time to quit?
get the reserved seat, take care
When you secretly realize that of it, spend some considerable
you are touching mediocrity, time but when your destination
you are not growing at all. knocks you find it useless to be
attached to the seat even if you
ven if you want to measure have been occupying for long.
your growth you do not
have enough parameters left.
estination
decides
that
you
quit.
y all means you come Decision makes it happen.
to know that you would
continue like this without any
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Humour Learning

A

n Old man has 8 hair on
his head. He went to Barber shop. Barber in anger asked:
Shall I cut or count?

O
L

ld man smiled and said:
“Color it!”
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njoy Some. Ice-cream,
Chocolates, Cake.
hy?

ecause
reverse
IFE is to enjoy with whatev- SERTS”
er you have with you, keep
smiling. If you feel STRESSED,
Give yourself a Break.

STRESSED in
Spelling “DES-
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Your mind knows everything, you learn to ask

The Reflection of Your Actions

A

man
and
his asked his father, “Father, What
son
were
going is going on? Who is this?”
through the forest hills.
he Father replied, “Son,
uddenly, the boy fell
Pay attention”. The father
down on the trail and shouted, “You are very nice”.
screamed with a pain, “Aah!” And the voice responded the
same, “You are very nice!”
urprisingly, he heard
the same voice from
he father again shouted,
the
mountain,
“Aah!”
“Thank you”. And the
voice again responded the
uriously,
the
boy same, “Thank you!” The
shouted,
“Who
is son was very surprised but
this?” But the voice replied he still could not understand
the same, “Who is this?” what
was
happening.
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he life is a reflection of
your actions. What you
will give to others, you will
receive the same in return.”

M

oral: What we give
to others, life gives
us the same in return. Your
life is not an accident or a
coincidence, but it is the
shadow of your actions.

T

e got angry, and shouted
he father explained, “Son,
again, “You are stupid!”
people call it resonance,
And again the voice replied but this is the truth of the life.
the same, “You are stupid!
Annoyed by this, the boy
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When you start believing, it seems to happen

Life Lesson!!
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Your mind is architect of your life
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